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E26
expanded collection

Halo has expanded its Fit-All concept with a new collection of 4-Inch, 
5-inch and 6-inch housings and trims designed for the new generation 
of E26 screwbase halogen, LED, and CFL lamps; with a focus on value, 
streamlined design, and exclusive installation-friendly features.

With continued nationwide adoption of new E26 screw base lamps in 
LED, CFL, and halogen technologies; Halo has expanded the line with 
compatible new trim and housing designs. The expanded E26 series is 
ideal for both residential and light commercial downlighting applications 
with its versatile installation, attractive design, universally accepted E26 
screw base, and capability to employ new energy efficient lamps.

New trims feature a consistent design style in an all-inclusive offering 
of full-cone and half-cone reflectors and baffles; gimbal and eyeball 
directionals; open and lensed wet location with “dead-front” options.

Housings feature efficient installation capability in a compact-sized frame 
with an offering of socket-bracket and no-socket-bracket models.  New 
installation features include a repositionable junction box with hinged door 
for flexibility in tight spaces; All Nail! bar hangers with new Q-Channel 
interlocking bars that pass-thru for increased stability and tool-less 
shortening.  Remodels feature an exciting new retention method of speed 
clamps with locking tabs that adjust for ceilings from 3/8” – 2”.
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E4ICATSB  
4” ICAT new construction, air-tite

E4TATSB  
4” Non-IC new construction, air-tite

4” housings

E4RTATSB 
4” Non-IC remodel, air-tite
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4” trims
4001
step plastic baffle

4001WB
white baffle and trim

4010*

metal baffle

4010WB
white baffle and trim

4013
full cone metal baffle

4013WB
white baffle and trim

4002
eyeball, 30° tilt

4055
glass lens

4003
reflector

4002WH
white eyeball

4055WH
glass lens, white trim

4003SC
specular clear, white trim

4001BB
black baffle, white trim

4010BB
black baffle, white trim

*H99 Series housings only.

4013BB
black baffle, white trim


